DETAILING SERVICES

Gloss Enhancement Detail

Time to conduct:

from £160

1 Full Working Day

The Gloss Enhancement Detail is a single stage machine polish which will remove 60% - 75% of swirl/defect. Its an ideal option for
those vehicles whose paintwork has not been maintained to its optimum. The Gloss Enhancement Detail will achieve a smooth,
extremely high gloss ﬁnish which will be protected for up to 6 months. (Can upgrade to a longer lasting sealant/coating) The Gloss
Enhancement Detail will help reduce the appearance of minor swirls, scratches and scuﬀs.
Alloy wheels, Tyre's and Arches cleaned
Snowfoam application
Full exterior wash with the two bucket method to minimise the risk
of inducing swirl marks
Tar removal
Clay bar to remove bonded contaminants that are not removable by
the washing stage, This leaves your car unbelievably smooth and
ready for polishing
Single Stage Machine polish to remove 60% - 75% of swirls and
defects, leaving an incredible smooth and gloss ﬁnish

A layer of wax or sealant applied depending on your cars
colour or personal preference
Metal work polished (exhaust tips + Alloy wheels)
Windows cleaned + Polished
Exterior trim treated + Tyres walls dressed
Door shuts cleaned + Polished

Why not get your car ceramic coated to preserve the
ﬁnish and make cleaning your car incredible easy?
Upgrade for £150

Advance Paint Correction Detail

Time to conduct:

from £250

1 -2 Days

The Advanced Paint Correction Detail is designed to remove 75%+ Swirl and defects. This is Detail is designed for cars that require
heavier compounding to remove deeper swirls and defects.
Alloy wheels, Tyre's and Arches cleaned
Snowfoam application
Full exterior wash with the two bucket method to minimise the risk
of inducing swirl marks
Tar removal
Clay bar to remove bonded contaminants that are not removable by
the washing stage, This leaves your car unbelievably smooth and
ready for polishing
Stage one of machine polish to remove the deeper swirls and defects
Stage two of machine polishing to reﬁne the paintwork to achieve
great levels of gloss

A layer of wax or sealant applied depending on your cars
colour or personal preference
Metal work polished ( exhaust tips + Alloy wheels )
Windows cleaned + Polished
Exterior trim treated + Tyres walls dressed
Door shuts cleaned + polished

Major Paint Correction Detail

Time to conduct:

from £500

3+ Days

The Major Paint Correction Detail includes a 4 stage machine polish to remove 90-95% of swirls, scratches and defects. This
Detail is designed for cars that have heavy defects or customers that want perfection!
Alloy wheels, Tyre's and Arches cleaned
Snowfoam application
Full exterior wash with the two bucket method to minimise the risk
of inducing swirl marks
Tar removal
Clay bar to remove bonded contaminants that are not removable by
the washing stage, This leaves your car unbelievably smooth and
ready for polishing
3-4 stages of Machine polishing to remove 95%+ of swirls and defects,
leaving an incredible smooth and glossy ﬁnish

Protection Detail from £350
The Protection Detail is designed to protect every surface of your
car, exterior, interior and engine bay. Designed for relatively new
cars, we can do this Detail on older cars, however more preparation
work will be needed before applying the protective products.

Exterior
Alloy wheels, Tyre's and Arches cleaned
Snowfoam application
Full exterior wash with the two bucket method to minimise the risk
of inducing swirl marks
Tar removal
Clay bar to remove bonded contaminants that are not removable by
the washing stage, This leaves your car unbelievably smooth and
ready for polishing
Single Stage Machine polish to remove any light defects and prepare
the surface for Cartec Ceramic Guard
IPA wipe down to ensure all oils are removed from the paint
Cartec Ceramic Guard application - 3 years protection with
additional 1 year warranty top ups
Windows cleaned + Polished
Exterior Trim protection
Alloy wheel Protection - Upgrade to wheels oﬀ treatment
and ceramic coating treatments
Glass protection
Engine Bay detailed and all surfaced protected

A layer of wax or sealant applied depending on your cars
colour or personal preference
Metal work polished ( exhaust tips + Alloy wheels )
Windows cleaned + Polished
Exterior trim treated + Tyres walls dressed
Door shuts cleaned + polished
Glass polished

Why not get your car ceramic coated to preserve the
ﬁnish and make cleaning your car incredible easy?
Upgrade for £150
Time to conduct:

New Car
1 Day
Time (Relatively new car)
1-2 Days
Time (Older car)

2+ Days

Interior
All interior surfaces are cleaned with detail
Leathers are protected
Fabrics are protected
Plastics are protected

Why not get your car ceramic coated to preserve the
ﬁnish and make cleaning your car incredible easy?
Upgrade for £150

